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ELDON OF KINERMONY, a 2-yearold steer, was awarded the supreme
championship for the best beast in the
show and the King's Cup for the best
animal in the show bred by the Exhibitor.
It was bred and reared on our own
Farm at Aberlour. This was only the
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Smithlield3
second year we have exhibited at the
Smithfield show.
In the photographs you also see
Mr. Peter Forbes, Mr. F. W. Salisbury
and the Rt. Hon. Viscount Allendale,
K. G., president of the Smithfield
Club.

Sugar and Spice
and all things nice
" Yule, yule, yule
Three puddings in a pule
Crack nuts and cry ' Yule!' "
EVEN though they no longer " Cry
Yule ! " but bid each other a " Merry
Christmas " English people everywhere
enjoy cracking nuts and munching
mother's mince pies after her sumptuous Christmas dinner of roast turkey
with chestnuts and red-currant jelly,
followed by the traditional Christmas
pudding, which, according to a famous
cookery book, ought to be " a deep
chocolate in colour, have a tempting
delicate aroma and should not be stodgy
in texture."
Well, the Christmas pudding we know
and like to-day has come a long way
2

up through the centuries and has been
subject to a great many changes. Its
origin probably goes back to frumenty
or furmenty, the country dish we encounter in Thomas Hardy's novels,
consisting of hulled wheat, boiled in
milk and seasoned with cinnamon and
sugar. Out of a rhyming list from a
fifteenth-century manuscript come these
verses :
" Furmety for pottage and venison
fine
Umbles of the doe and all that
ever comes in ;
Capons well baked and knuckles of
the roe.
Raisins and currants and other
spices m o ' . . ."

Furmenty was elaborated into plumporridge, which, in turn, about 1670
solidified into plum pudding.
Plum porridge must have been a rare
concoction indeed ; beef or mutton
broth were thickened with brown
bread, half-boiled raisins, currants,
prunes ; mace and gingerbread were
added and when thoroughly done, the
mixture was served in a semi-liquid
state. Another variant was to boil beef
and veal with sack (dry white wine),
old hock, sherry, lemon and orange
juice, double refined sugar, raisins,
currants and prunes ; to this cochineal,
nutmeg, cinnamon, cloves were added,
the whole thickened with brown bread
and served in a tureen. This exciting
mess was served at St. James's Palace as
late as 1806.
From a letter written in 1711, " This
is just as proper as I had a good Plumb
Pudden to-day with a mixture of flour
and raisins." Plum pudding gradually
came into the bills of fare in the early
years of the 18th century ; it seems to
have generally been established as the
high-light of the Christmas dinner by
then. Spices and highly spiced dishes
have been connected with Christmas
and Christmas fare in many countries
throughout the ages. It is perhaps not
wrong to suggest that the widespread
usage can be traced back to the " Incense and Myrrh " of the Three Magi.
In a Christmas bill of fare of a famous
Bristol Inn in 1800, numbering 150
items, mince pies are mentioned but,
strange to say, neither plum porridge
nor plum pudding.
As time went on, the prunes, i.e.,
plums, seem to have been supplanted
by raisins, so that quite often a plum
pudding nowadays can be defined as a
pudding without plums.
The number of recipes for Christmas pudding is legion, although the
basic ingredients and ways of preparation have remained fairly constant before and after Mrs. Beeton. It would
take up too much time and paper space
even to suggest one lesser-known

variety, which in these days of world
shortages would, in any case, mean a
considerable watering down of Mrs.
Beeton's luscious and extravagant chef
d'oeuvres.
Christmas dinner being over, the
well-known feeling of happy drowsiness
after an opulent feed descends on all
and sundry. " I can't even hear mentioned food for the next 24 hours."
Can't you '? The dining-room door
opens, the fragrance of freshly-made
strong coffee steals into the room,
accompanied by the aroma of hot
mince pies and revives the tired spirit
and appetites in double quick time !
Mince pies made of feather-light
pastry, tilled with the delicious mixture
of currants, raisins, sugar, suet, apples,
almonds, candied peel we have come to
know as " mincemeat ".
In the seventeenth century it actually
contained meat, finely chopped and
highly seasoned. " Christmas pies "
originally were not a sweet dish at all,
but stuffed with all kinds of minced
meat, venison, poultry, even " eel and
oysters" as Gellroy mentions in
" London Look " in 1762. But the
sweet variety must have been known at
least a century earlier ; it is first mentioned by R. Johnson in 1607 " . . .
cramming their bellies with minced
Pyes . . . ".
On January 6th (Twelfth Night) the
famous diarist Samuel Pepys wrote in
his diary : " . . . we had besides a
good chine of beef and other good cheer,
18 mince-pics in a dish, the number of
years he (the host) has been married
. . . " About 1764 dates were usually
put into mince pies. One Mr. Dekker
in 1609 : " . . . and upon Christmas
Day (instead of minched pyes) had no
better cheere than prouant . . . " For
which I cannot find a better translation
than " fodder "--poor Mr. Dekker !
Trollope in one of his Barset
Chronicles writes in 1867 : " . . .
there was roast pork and mince pies and
a bottle of wine . . ." And a Mr. Paar
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in 1864 asks his correspondent petulantly " Please to say ' Christmas Pie '
not ' mince pie'—Mince Pie is puritanical ".
Puritanical or Restoration, low or
high, sectarian or orthodox, mince pies, I
should think, are an interdenominational
and indispensable part of our traditional Christmas fare, loved by all of
us, missed by every Englishman or
woman who happens to be far from
home at Christmastide, in circumstances
when they cannot be provided.
May none of our readers go without
them or a good Christmas pudding,
carefully prepared after a treasured
family recipe this Christmas, which
should be a happy one for every single
one of you !
Roast turkey, or if not turkey, then
roast chicken and if not roast chicken,
then roast pork, with plenty of Christmas pudding and mince pies to follow—
and nuts to crack and candles and
boxes !
" Oh Christmas time is drawing near
And then I shall have money
I'll save it up and box and all
I'll give it to my honey . . ."

THE article you have read so impressed
the Editorial Committee, that our tame
comedian was not allowed to tamper
with it, but she insisted on recalling
memories of the past, when the mixing
of the Christmas pudding was a ritual,
a lovely memory. She says that each
member of the family in turn had a
stir and a weather eye was kept open
in an endeavour to memorise where the
threepenny bits would be likely to
emerge after all the mixing had been
done.
This year things had been just a little
more difficult. For months the family
had been asked to look out for J.S.'s
next allocation of sultanas and currants.
It seemed the height of bad luck on
the day when our story-teller was in
bed with a streaming cold, that dried
fruit was on sale in her particular
branch. It was no consolation to hear
from a colleague that " I had half a
pound of sultanas yesterday" even
though they were " on the card." It
seemed useless to tell the family that
there might be some more in a day or
so, and the failure to procure the fruit
was taken as a deliberate attempt to

sabotage the Christmas pudding. However, a friend was " going away " for
Christmas, and the family were presented with some ancient looking sultanas and currants, which (it was
firmly believed by those who saw them)
had been handed down from mother to
daughter for generations. Still, they
were " corn in Egypt" and the good
luck continued when in the branch
later on, when watching the emergence
of a kidney from a knob of suet, she
was offered the latter, which she hastily
acquired.
Obtaining peel, apples, etc., was an
easy matter, and even the brandy
(despite father's surreptitious inroads
on those numerous occasions when he
disappeared to have " a quiet smoke ")
had been purchased. It is so useful
to know a friend, who knows a friend,
whose uncle has a sister-in-law who
works in an off-licence !
Of course, things were beginning to
run too smoothly and dear old Aunt
Emma, who always comes for Christmas two months beforehand and who
is stone deaf and never knows what is
being discussed, decided one day to
" knock up a few buns for tea " while
the family was out. One must pass over
in a respectable family journal what was
said when it was discovered she had
used the precious Christmas fruit. Despondency settled once more, when lo
and behold ! instructions went out from
the portals of Stamford House that a
Feature Bowl of Is. 3d. Christmas
puddings would grace the counters
" for one week only."
It would not be out of place now to
end our article, sung to a traditional
New English air.
" Christmas puddings in the can
Place the water in the pan,
Don't forget to remove the label
You can't put that upon the table."

Stamford Street, a hundred years ago

Ye Olde

Blavklrt§vrs

By L. S T A R L I N G of the S.S.A. Office
TO the average J.S. worker who comes
to Blackfriars daily to business across
the broad bridges of the Thames or
from the main railway stations which
serve the suburbs, the past history
of the area in which they work is
like haggis—" a complete mystery ".
They may feel that things have been
pretty much the same for a long, long
time and, as far as the past is concerned,
this is something so far removed from
present-day tasks and problems, that
they just can't be bothered to give it a
moment's thought.
However, the site on which the Depot
now stands and the area immediately
surrounding it is both historic and
interesting.
It is hard to realise that at one time
Paris Garden Lane, on the site of which
the Food Factory now stands, was a
place of much local interest. Here were
to be found a public landing place from
the river, a public ferry, and several
6

houses of entertainment. It was through
Paris Garden Lane that many of the
gay young " blades" from across
the river, in company with their
ladies, came to witness the bull-baiting
and bear-baiting circuses which were
held in this vicinity. Queen Elizabeth
some long time before had entertained
French ambassadors at these popular
establishments.
Close by was Pudding Mill Stream,
from which many a tasty salmon was
angled for and caught. This stream
almost surrounded the ancient Manor
of the Parish of Christ Church, and
even after all this time it is possible
that this stream still empties itself into
the Thames by means of underground
sewers.
Hereabouts was " Cat Dock ", a
tying up place for small river craft,
but one is tempted to wonder whether
in those early days it was just a
" Kitten " !

Many of the folk who traverse the
length of Southwark Street almost
daily, to and from London Bridge Station, might be interested to know that
the " Old Falcon Tavern ", which once
stood close by, attracted many colourful characters of the day. This very
large inn had a multitude of outbuildings and stables at the rear. Facing
towards Gravel Lane, it boasted of two
large gateways through which left
coaches for various parts of Surrey,
Sussex and Kent, following approximately the same routes as used by our
Transport to-day.
Bankside was the " Poet's Corner "
of those days, and Shakespeare and
his friends were familiar figures at its
old inns, where he made merry with
his happy-go-lucky companions, or
discussed new plays and scenes with
the members of his company or other
playwrights. Nearby stood the Globe
theatre, built in 1594. This was the
scene of the immortal bard's activities,
for here he acted and his plays were produced until the theatre was burnt down
through too much enthusiasm on the
part of the " noises off" department.
On that occasion the only casualty
appeared to have been a spectator
whose breeches caught fire, but who was
fortunate enough to have this painful
state of affairs terminated by a welldirected tankard of ale delivered by
a well-meaning friend !
Another resort, though of a different
kind, was the Clink Prison, which up
to 1745 stood on the corner of Maid
Lane. It was then removed to Deadman's Place (so called from the number
buried during the Great Plague), but
was burnt down in the riots of 1780.
On Bankside there still stands a
house called the " Cardinal's H a t " ,
and alongside it is a narrow lane called
" Cardinal's Cap Alley ". This house
was for some time the abode of Sir
Christopher Wren, who chose it for
the magnificent view it afforded across
the river.
From its windows he
watched the growth of his masterpiece,

St. Paul's Cathedral. Up to a couple
of years ago, this was the home of
Miss Anna Lee, the film star. Artists
who wish to paint or sketch St. Paul's
from across the river are often seen with
their stools perched in the doorway
of this fine old house, enjoying the same
view of Wren's supreme achievement
as was his during the days of its
growth.
Just south of the " Old Falcon
Tavern" stood the " Castle I n n "
and close by was " The Next B o a t "
and " The Beggars Rush." The latter
was memorable for giving the title to
a play of that name, and was noted for
its particularly unsavoury characters.
Upper Ground also had its share of
shady customers, as it served as a main
artery for all sorts and manner of courts
and alleys. Whilst most of them have
now disappeared, it is worth mentioning some of these, if only for the
colourful character of their names—
these
included : " Goat
Alley",
" Hooke's Hole ", " Hotte Pye Court",
and " Greyhound Y a r d " . Thugs,
wanted men and criminals of all description used to haunt these dark alleys
after dark—it was definitely NOT a
nice place to visit when the sun had
sunk below the wooden houses across
the river ! Upper Ground had more
than its share of inns in those times and
the "Bear and Ragged Staff", " T h e
Three Fighting C o c k s " and " The
Moonrakers " no doubt did good
business in their days, with the air
thick with tobacco smoke and the
strains of ribald songs of the period
mingling with the clink of the tankard.
Things got so bad in this area that
an Act was passed which provided
for " paving, cleansing, lighting, watching, regulating and improving " (plenty
of scope here !) and to " removing
and preventing encroachments, nuisances and annoyances therein ". The
commissioners appointed under this
Act did their job so well that the
area lost its notoriety to a large degree,
so much so that the character of the
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neighbourhood became semi-respectable for the first time in centuries.
On the north-east corner of Green
Walk (or as it was later called, Holland
Street) were erected Hopton's Almshouses, and on this site today they
stand (the original ones, of course !),
fulfilling their appointed task of providing shelter for the aged.
To the south-east of Gravel Lane
(near our Union Street Depot) stands
Gt. Suffolk Street. This was formerly
called Winces Row and St. James's Place.
This consisted of two estates, one of
16 copyhold houses and the other,
on the opposite side of the street,
of 9 houses. Both these estates stood
in the Parish of St. George the Martyr,
Southwark.
Surrey Chapel, or, as it was often
called, " Rowland Hill's Chapel ", was
erected in the year 1783 and. was privately owned. The Rev. Rowland Hill
was its first minister, continuing so for

50 years. He died at the ripe old age
of 88 years and his body was interred
under the church pulpit. Soon after
his death the Chapel fell into disuse,
and it was on the immediate site of this
chapel that " The Ring" was built.
This was a boxing establishment of
some note until the last war, when during the Blitz it was destroyed by a
German bomb.
The years 1863-4 saw a marked
change in the district when the London,
Chatham and Dover Railway purchased
and pulled down a great number of
houses in Albion Place, Holland Street
and Blackfriars Road, for the purpose
of erecting their railway station offices
and line, which ran through the entire
length of the Parish from north to
south. A subway was built under the
station and, although provided with
gaslight by day and securely closed by
night, this became a most unhealthy
thoroughfare and the inevitable foot-

Christ Church, Blackfriars, in its early days, viewed from what is now Blackfriars Ro
8
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This Dore print might well have been Upper Ground
pad was often found lurking in its
shadows, awaiting some unsuspecting
victim with a full purse and empty head
to present the opportunity for an easy
haul.
C h r i s t C h u r c h , which we all
know so well, was built in 1671, and
opened for public worship on 17th
December of that year. About 70

years after this time it tumbled down
because of the poor state of the foundations. The nave (which is now being
demolished owing to damage sustained
during the Blitz) was upheld to be an
excellent specimen of 18th century
Georgian architecture. It is most interesting to note that this church is
privately owned, the ownership being
9

vested in the Trustees of Mr. John
Marshall's Charity who are responsible
for all financial matters appertaining
to the church, repairs, etc. In the
year 1891 the present chancel was added
to the 18th century nave, and it is that
part which is in use to-day.
According to the church records,
in about 1813 the churchyard was so
full, owing to the rapid growth of the
parish (the opening of Blackfriars
Road and Bridge was one of the direct
reasons for the increase in parishioners),
that the parishioners were asked to
raise an amount by loan of £8,000 in
order that it might be extended. With
approximately 200 burials taking place
each year, this was a matter of some
extreme importance to the parish.
Where the Rectory now stands was
an old Watch-House, erected for the
purpose of keeping constant surveillance
for " Resurrection Men " (or bodysnatchers) whose lucrative practice
lined their purses with gold from the
sale of corpses to medical students,
anatomy professors, etc.
The present Blackfriars Bridge has
always been overshadowed by its
famous counterparts both up and down
river—whilst they have been lauded
by poem, song and story " our bridge "
has been acknowledged to be something
of an iron monstrosity.
However,
in 1861 the Corporation of London
decided the time had come for the old
bridge to be re-built. Stone piers had
to be built up in the bed of the river,
the workmen working inside iron caissons which had to be made and kept
watertight. These caissons had to be
sunk into the clay below the bed of
the river to obtain a solid foundation,
as the tide was rushing to and fro
night and day. A further difficulty
arose at the City end of the bridge,
where the Fleet Ditch, as it was called,
had been pouring its waters for thousands of years into the river, and in
so doing had burrowed down and
made the ground so soft that there
seemed no bottom to it. But patience
10

and perseverance overcame all these
difficulties and the bridge was eventually finished. It was a proud day
when on a grey morning in November,
1869, the bridge was declared open
by Queen Victoria.
Towards the close of the 19th century the bridge was widened and
once the trams crossed the bridge,
the trade in Blackfriars Road was
killed stone dead. They had hitherto stopped at the corner of Stamford
Street and the thousands of workers
which they brought to the City each
day brought good business to the
line shops which lined the approach
to the bridge.
On the City side of the bridge, in
place of the tremendous Unilever
Building stood De Keyset's Hotel,
one of the last of the City Hotels, where
the Lord Mayor and Sheriffs frequently
entertained.
The pair-horse bus which ran from
Stamford Street to Farringdon Street
Station for the fare of one-halfpenny
was an everyday sight and a journey
across the bridge on the unsheltered
upper-deck was not a pleasant sensation,
This bus with its chocolate and gold
paint was the brightest vehicle in
these parts, with its huge kicking board
in front to protect the inside passengers
from the frisky horses ; the fare from
Liverpool Street to Waterloo was one
penny.
Stamford Street was almost entirely
residential no Cornwall Press, no
Eldorado, no Boots, no Cornwall
House -the Income Tax collector
making do with a delightful old house
in Paris Garden !
At the end by the Churchyard—on
what is now the narrow end of the
Kitchens, stood Cooksey Hat Factory.
In the place of Stamford House and
the Annexe stood much fine old residential property. That on the site of
the present Annexe was owned by
Messrs. Cook & Son of St. Paul's
Churchyard who used the property
for dormitories for the hundreds of

Cockfighting was by no means an uncommon pastime in the district
young drapers' apprentices who came
to them from all parts of the country.
Stamford House, built in 1912, was
extended about 1931 and on the site
of the extension stood several old cottages facing Bennett Street (now Rennie
Street) whilst in the centre with an
entrance in Upper Ground stood an
old London Court with houses either
side. This was a real slum, with the
washing -strung from house to house
and a drain running through the
centre which served all the needs of
the inhabitants. Upon seeing this,
lovers of Dickens would have said
at once " Ha, this is surely the place
where Fagin lived !"
From the steps alongside the Cold
Store in Upper Ground, a boat could
be hired during the lunch hour and a
row on the river could be thus enjoyed.
The two shops now occupied by the
Cafe at the corner of Rennie Street
were kept by a man named Hooper, a
second-hand clothes dealer of some
style ; the corner shop was devoted to
women's clothing, the one next door
being reserved for men. This character

was a great drinker and a keen racegoer and he was often observed starting off for a day at the races in one of
the very earliest open-touring cars
complete with enormous brass headlamps.
Our Warehouse was the present
Wakefield House, loading taking place
in the yard and at a loading-bay in
Rennie Street. Our offices had formerly
been a block of flats and in the original
Sales Office stood a kitchen range
•which came in very handy for baking
potatoes and chestnuts during the winter
months.
So when you next explore the streets
in the vicinity of the Depot and, perchance, see upon some wall a plaque
or tablet giving details of some bygone character who made his contribution to the history of the districtpause a while and consider with interest
the folk who trod these streets years
before and went about their business
before the House of Sainsbury came to
Blackfriars and made its contribution
to the changing face of London.
Yes, the old place has changed !

P L U M P FOR J . S . !
Another link with the producer . . .
This time perhaps a more unusual
link, with one of the finest producers of Norfolk Turkeys, pictures of
part of whose flocks you see here.
" 5

On a recent visit we saw no less than
one thousand of these birds all enclosed
in one field—a truly imposing sight.
The noise with which they chorus has
to be heard to be believed.
" •
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The Robin, ever occurring theme in Victorian Christmas cards

1 Humlrvil
IN a matter of days from now your
mantelpiece and mine will once again
precariously be stacked with coloured
Christmas-cards of various design and
once again you and I will marvel at
their number and the-sometimes-halfforgotten people who wrote them. For
this is the season of general goodwill,

Yi>ars ut
remembrance and "greetings", a custom
much more widespread in this country
than anywhere else in the world. As
early as in October many people throng
the stationery counters of departmentstores and sh6ps in order to have "first
choice" and many evenings are being
spent in addressing envelopes to rela13

lives, near or distant friends or just
acquaintances. One would think that
this popular and fast-entrenched habit
must have a long established history ;
in fact it is just over a hundred years
old.
In 1846 Mr. J. C. Horsley, R.A.,
designed a card for Sir Henry Cole, a
man greatly interested in matters of art
and taste, who later became the first
director of the newly founded Victoria
and Albert Museum. Sir Henry had
this card printed and hand-coloured
and sent reproductions of it to all his
friends. It is the size of an ordinary
postcard and shows a division into three
panels by the aid of tendrils. The two
narrow side-panels refer to the religious
meaning of the festival, clothing of the
naked and feeding of the poor, whereas
in the centre a merry family party is
drinking wine and raising its glasses.
Tendrils of ivy surround the greeting :
"A Merry Christmas and a Happy
New Year ! " We would call the
design and the execution rather feeble
these days, but it was undoubtedly a
new idea in 1846, though rather an
expensive one, as the cards had to be
specially printed and hand-coloured.
Only the invention of colour lithography
in the sixties of the last century made
the production of Christmas cards
cheap and popular. In the first years
after Sir Henry Cole's innovation the
yearly output of Christmas cards was
under a thousand, but by 1902 the
number had climbed to unspecified
millions and to-day's production in
this country has reached astronomical
figures in spite of the chronic
paper shortage. Cheapness is, of course,
essential, and the bulk of Christmas
card production makes use of cheap
printing methods and comparatively
inexpensive paper. But that is not to
say that not a considerable proportion
is being printed on high-class paper or
expensively engraved. Social snobbery
plays as big a part here as in other
ways of life and customs.
Christmas in pre-Puritan days had
14

been a festival of rollicking merriment
with unimaginable quantities of food
and drink. The Puritan revolution
destroyed this character completely and
for a long time. When in the nineteenth
century Queen Victoria and her Prince
Consort set an example of homely and
Christian, but refined, celebration, their
subjects responded enthusiastically. If
we want to know what a Victorian
Christmas was like wc only need to
take Dickens's Christmas Carol or
the Pickwick Papers from the shelf.
Christmas is the time of being
together, and if, for some reason or
other, we cannot be together we are
sending Christmas cards. There is no
limit to the subjects they depict, at
least in our days ; the earliest types
were very simple. A robin in the snow.
a sprig of holly or mistletoe with a
greeting were sufficient for our ancestors
unsophisticated tastes. But tastes did
grow more elaborate and refined, and
in the "eighties Christmas cards became
quite "arty", until commercialism got
the upper hand and mass-production
had to testify the ever-growing demand
for sensational novelty.
How well we all know the packed
mail-coach groping its way past timber
houses in the deep snow (only on
Christmas cards is there always deep
glittering snow in December), the
glowing windows looking out of gabled
houses and picturesque village churches,
the Father Christmases and Santa
Clauses on their reindeer-drawn sledges,
laden with toys, the dancing children
under the Christmas tree, the birdies
on the window-sill, to mention only a
few popular subjects.
People are sentimental and nostalgic
at Christmas time and will always
turn to these well-worn, but well-loved
symbols and pictures. But as 1 said
before, the subject matter of modern
Christmas cards is unlimited and more
often than not quite unrelated to the
occasion. Taste—always a matter beyond dispute—has millions of shades
and meanings for the high-, middle- and
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Greeting card designed by Kate

Greenaway

m

Victorian Christmas card with religious theme
15
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low-brow and the millions in between.
They all have to be catered for, and a
huge industry sees to it that it is done
efficiently.
Artists, of course, design their own—
often humorous and witty cards—
which bear their unmistakable imprint.
One can sometimes see charming examples from the past in memorial
exhibitions and illustrated biographies.
Then there are Regiments and Government Offices with their traditional
badges, Charities, Hospitals, Orphanages, making their annual appeal for
funds with the help of pathetic, eloquent
children's eyes, museums and artcollections, which reproduce their treasures on Christmas cards for the
artistically-minded. Don't ask what
Van Gogh's famous sunflowers or an
elegant French lady in an opera-box or
sixteenth century Persian miniatures have
to do with Christmas. Neither more nor
less than a cocker spaniel with a sprig
of mistletoe in his mouth, a red-nosed
clown or a group of birch-trees in

spring—just serving as a vehicle for
loving or conventional remembrance
and greeting.
Tastes are as different as people,
but they do, of course, give us some clue
to a person. It is, perhaps, not quite
wrong to say : "Show me your Christmas cards and I will tell you who your
friends are."
There are the slapdash ones, who
just don't care, the ever-rushed lastminute buyers, the choosey and the
snobbish ones, who never would buy
anything but hand-made paper with
rough edges, the very-rare-picture-haters
who prefer copperplate print ; there
are the crude, facetious and sentimental
ones and some are simply refined,
terribly refined.
But you will most probably—and
mercifully—not be in a mood to judge
your friends by the cards which adorn
your mantelpiece. After all, it is the
spirit that matters, and the spirit of
Christmas is—or should be—love,
peace, forgiveness, remembrance and
reunion. "Fancy old Frankie thinking
of me after all these years" . . . and

gently you make room for the hideous,
pot-bellied gent in poison-green with
riding boots between the Easter lilies
and the Riviera sunset.
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/ am sorry, Madam .
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but with a little sage and onion stuffing .
easy to carve !

and it's so

A new possibility—a " Perspex " container for " Flavo-tainers "

Plasties

and Hfi*ii*>m»

INCREASING
use is being made in
our branches of plastics—one of the
most notable of which is " Perspex ",
and we felt that it would be of some
interest to our readers to know a little
more about this fascinating
material.
In this article, written by the I.C.I,
(Plastics Division) who are manufacturers
of
" Perspex ",
many
interesting facts are revealed.
" Perspex " is not, of course, the only
plastic we use. P. V.C. sheeting, for
example, used in the portable hygienic
counter covers, is another known to us
all.
No doubt many more uses for
these and other plastics, in the service
of hygiene, will be found in the future-

"Perspex" is one of the few really
transparent members of the now large
family of man-made materials known
as plastics. It is by no means the
only one to have been used in the
prototype self-service branch (9/ll),
but much more "Perspex" has been
used than other plastics. The reason
will soon be apparent.
Many people—certainly men and
women who have been in the R A F or
WRAF—will know "Perspex" as the
transparent material used for aircraft
cockpits, astrodomes, gun turrets and
so on. During the war it played a very
big part in making the Spitfire, the
Lancaster and the many other planes
of the RAF the very fine machines
that they were, and it is still used, even
in the very fast, high-flying jets of
today. From its success in this use it
19

Placing a sheet of clear " Perspex ", after heating, on to a former
will be obvious that "Perspex" is a
strong, tough material, able to stand up
to very hard usage.
In its clear form, "Perspex" looks
something like glass—but closer inspection and a few very simple tests show
that it is really very different. Merely
to hold a piece of "Perspex" shows
that it is very much lighter than glass
—and very much warmer to the touch.
It is not brittle. Drop a piece of
"Perspex" on the floor and it won't
break—indeed, it will stand up to very
much rougher treatment than simple
dropping without shattering. An ordinary woodworking or hack saw will
cut "Perspex" just as if it were wood.
Other
metal
or
wood-working
operations—planing, filing, turning, tapping threads, for example—are equally
easily carried out on "Perspex". Put a
piece of "Perspex" in an oven at a
temperature about the same as that
used for baking a rich cake (about
300° F.) and after about 15-20 minutes,
depending on the thickness of the
sheet, it will be found to be soft and
rubbery. All of these things show that
even clear "Perspex" has very little in
20

common with glass. And it is not only
available as a clear transparent material. There are, in fact, more than 30
colours to choose from—solid colours
such as reds, browns, blues, delicate
pastel shades, tints which though
coloured are still transparent, white
(and several 'milky' shades) and even
black.
This brief outline of the chief properties of "Perspex" helps to explain
why it is put to so many different
uses.
Starting with the aircraft canopies and
turrets, it is easy to go on to think of
hundreds of articles in which the
properties of "Perspex" are valuable
and important. Take the tableware and
glassware used by air lines, for instance.
Perhaps the most important thing about
these is that they must be light so as
not to reduce the pay-load of the aircraft—but at the same time they must
be attractive in appearance and serviceable in use. "Perspex" provides the
answer—and it is used by all the major
British air services and by many
foreign air lines as well.
It is not only by air lines that

"Perspex" cups and saucers are extensively used. British Railways and many
cafes and restaurants also use them on
a large scale. Here again, pleasing
appearance and feel are important, but
it is not that alone which explains the
choice of "Perspex". When china cups
and saucers are used, the railways and
chain restaurants have to spend thousands of pounds a year replacing
cracked, chipped and broken crockery,
and "Perspex" has reduced their replacement bills considerably. You won't
break, chip or crack a "Perspex" cup
simply by dropping it on to the floor.
Not only in restaurants, but in all
places where food is stored, served or
prepared is immense use made of
"Perspex". It is clean and easy to keep
clean. It is easily fabricated and by no
means easily broken. It is clean, bright
and colourful, and pleasant to the
touch. It is not only used for cups and
saucers. Trays, food covers, servers,
tongs, are just a few of the minor
accessories made from "Perspex". In
addition there are signs, menu covers,
notice boards—and bigger items, such
as table, bar and counter tops, panelling
and lighting fittings and sink units.
As this last group shows, "Perspex" is
used quite extensively in interior fitting
and decorating. Many a housewife
doubtless longs for the well-planned,
bright, clean, kitchen seen so often in
films and magazines. Those who are
lucky enough to have such kitchens
probably owe a great deal to "Perspex".
Modern sink units are often made from

Butter block hoods

it—in pleasing colours which make
even washing-up almost pleasant—and
much of the panelling is often of
"Perspex". Any kitchen which contains
a refrigerator will almost certainly also
contain some "Perspex"—in the form
of trays and interior fittings and constructional units such as door linings
and surrounds. ("Perspex" is tough
and strong not only at normal temperatures, but also at domestic refrigeraEgg stands tion temperatures.)
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If the kitchen—or any other room,
for that matter- has modern strip
lighting, more "Perspex" will probably
have been used, for in the electric
lighting industry it has played a great
part in the development of attractive,
modern fittings—especially for fluorescent lighting. This application of
"Perspex" is by no means confined to
the home. Factories, offices, shops,
warehouses, public buildings such as
libraries, and even that greatest of all
our public buildings, the House of
Commons, ail use "Perspex" lighting
fittings. Nor is it only in the lighting
of buildings that "Pcrspex" fittings
play a part. Coal mines—where electric
light covers must be shatterproof—
have "Perspex" fittings, and so have
many streets and roads all over Great
Britain. To motorist, cyclist and
pedestrian alike, "Perspex" lanterns
have been a great boon because they
have helped the development of better
forms of street lighting less tiring for
drivers, and safer for all -than were
ever available before.
"Perspex", then, has played in important part in the development of
efficient, modern, artificial lighting. In
another way, however, it has helped the
farmer and factory owner to make
more efficient use of natural lighting by making it easier to bring daylight
into farms and factory buildings. This
has been done with corrugated "Perspex"-clear "Perspex" sheet made
with corrugations to match several of
the types of corrugated iron and
asbestos rooting materials that are used
in great quantities throughout the world.
The great advantages of corrugated
"Perspex" over glass for roof-lighting
in corrugated buildings are that it is
easy to fix—an unskilled labourer can
do it- -and that it can be placed anywhere in the roof simply by taking out
a sheet of corrugated iron and replacing
it with "Perspex". Glass, on the other
hand, requires skilled labour, and is
usually installed in runs because it has
to be supported from the inside by
22

special structural bars. By installing
corrugated
" Perspex "'
patchwork
fashion in a roof, the daylight inside
the building can be spread evenly,
without leaving any dark corners.
There is one more of the many uses of
"Perspex" that should be mentioned - i t s
use in advertising and display. With the
very many attractive colours that are
available it is not by any means surprising that "Perspcx" has found so much
favour for showcards, notices, display
stands, advertising novelties—and even
shop fronts. Part of its success in this
sphere is no doubt due to the fact that
"Perspex" is easy to emboss and
engrave and to print on by certain
methods—particularly the silk screen
and transfer methods. Again, advertisers and display men have made use
of some of the interesting and unusual
lighting effects which can be achieved
with "Perspex". For instance, "Perspex" rods make it possible to bend
light and, contrary to what one was
taught at school, to make it go round
corners. Another novel effect is achieved
by roughening the smooth surface of
"Pcrspcx" -engraving a design on it
perhaps—and lighting it from a hidden
light source. All the light comes out
through the roughened parts of the
surface -with intense brilliance. Then
there is the use of clear '"Perspex" sheet
for 'ghosting'—nothing even seemingly
supernatural about this. It means,
simply, removing the opaque parts of a
machine- a motor car bonnet, for
example - a n d replacing with clear
"Perspex" so that the working parts
can be seen but are still protected from
dust, dirt and inquisitive fingers.
In a self-service store, advertising
and display do the important job done
by sales assistants in the more conventional type of store—the job of
selling. The self-service store as a
whole, therefore, must attract passersby, and the individual displays must
attract them once they are inside. To
achieve these objects, the store must

'• Perspex " tongs save handling

have a bright, clean, airy appearance
and the various goods displayed must
be as appetizingly arranged as possible.
But there is more than that to planning
a self-service store. When a very high
proportion of the' shop's contents
consist of fittings, the weight of those
fittings must be kept as low as possible
—but rigidity cannot be sacrificed. Versatility in display units is demanded
since a wide variety of goods is offered
for sale—but some degree of unity is
also necessary so that the overall effect
shall be pleasing and un-confusing.
Versatility—and lightness—is also required so that advantage may be taken
of day to day variations—different
foods for different weathers, support of
periodic press advertising campaigns,
and so on. Finally, since customers
are expected to wander about in the
store more or less freely, all fitting
used must be robust and rigid, free
from sharp corners, easily cleaned and
kept clean, and there must be no fear
that food could become contaminated
from sharp splinters such as would come

from broken glass or chipped enamel.
As we have seen, "Perspex" has all
the properties for making fittings to
fulfil all these requirements, and that is
why it has been used so extensively at
West Croydon. Elegant fluorescent
lighting covers—of "Perspex"—help to
give the store its bright, spacious
appearance and to attract passers-by.
Transparent hoppers for packed goods
—light, robust and easily moved—
counter guards to prevent customers'
clothing trailing against provisions ;
refrigerator locker panels, food racks,
all from clear or coloured "Perspex"—
and even an unusual, but very neat use
of corrugated "Perspex"—as an egg
display-rack—all help, directly or
indirectly, in creating in the customer
the impulse to buy.
In North America, self-service stores
are the rule rather than the exception.
In Britain they are in their infancy, but
their growth seems inevitable. Plastics
in general, and "Perspex" in particular,
will no doubt be very closely associated
with this growth.
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your
hat I
WELL, Christmas is here again with
holly and mistletoe and puddings and
lots of other good things and the inevitable presents. Presents for the wife,
presents for the kiddies, presents for
relations, and of course, for friends.
Personally, I am very lucky when it
comes to buying presents for friends as
I have only two, Arthur and James. At
least I presume they are my friends as
every Christmas they each send me a
present.
Unfortunately they don't send the
presents early enough to enable me to
send Arthur's present to James and
James's to Arthur so once again I shall
have to go forth, very reluctantly, and
buy a present for each of them.
This year I am going to make a
change. Instead of my old practice of
buying the most ghastly objects possible
I have decided to get something which
will prove of use to them in their work.
As both James and Arthur are in the
police force the problem of selection
is fairly simple.
Londoners will no doubt be familiar
with the famous shop, " The Nabber's
Needs", near New Scotland Yard,
which is patronised by most of our
leading detectives.
I have obtained a list of some of the
goods obtainable at this old establishment, and in the hope that it may

assist those of my readers with friends
in the police force, I give below some
of the goods obtainable :
Waves, Crime, Size 1 (Area) 15/- each
Do. Do. Size 2 (District) 10/- „
Footprints, Solid
2/- pr.
Keyholes, Peeping, Rimless 1/- each
Disguises, Various
Age 10-15
12/- „
Age 15-90
15/- „
Expressions, Facial
Profound
8/- „
Mystic
21/- „
Clues, Assorted, Sets of 200 9/6
„
Evidence, Shreds
3d. per lb.
Scents, False ..
4d. per gallon
Balls, Crystal, Gazing
5/- each
Tools, Headscratching
6d. „
Chisels, 4-in. Expenses
Extracting
1/- „
Rockets, Returnable, 2-way 5/- per doz.
Shadows, Following, Evil,
8/6 each
Black
Glasses, Magnifying
2/6 „
Do. Rose coloured
5/- „
For the purchaser of unlimited means
I would suggest:
..
.. £1000
Marias, Black, 5-ton
Do. White (Arctic Police only) £1111
Pigeons, Stool, Male
..
£50
Molls, Gun, Blonde
..
£100
Mommas, Pistol-Packing, Blonde .. £50
Do.
Do.
Brunette
£1
I hope the above list will prove of use.
Happy Christmas all.
J. O. Brien, Transport Dept.
K.J.I>.,Jioptt>Ii St., S.E.1

